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When I founded in 1962 FISCHER Labor und Verfahrenstechnik
(later renamed FISCHER technology) nobody could envision the
success story this enterprise would take in the future.
Numerous successful innovations where made and
Technical developments were created,
developments which today still set worldwide standards.
I am pleased to be able to address you today from the home of
the company

PILODIST gmbh

W. Günther Fischer
Founder of
FISCHER Labor und Verfahrenstechnik

Under this roof there are a number of former colleagues and companions capable to
continue the route in the direction I started. Many years of experience in the offered
product line permit the company to apply the highest standards of quality and to meet
the individual demands of the customers with a high degree of background
knowledge and competence.
A number of new developments as well as enhancements of products are already put to
use worldwide. Special new developments in the area of automatic process
control, applying the most modern computer technology and control software,
guarantee the highest degree of confidence in the future.
Proven and highly trained technicians and engineers assure the highest degree of
customer satisfaction in the field of after sale services.
Well stocked parts supply storage as well as modern production facilities provide very short
delivery schedules.
The in-house glassblower shop production in particular guarantees the highest degree of
flexibility for all demands in glass technology.
I back this new company with full confidence and optimism and I am pleased to be
able to give them my support on a consulting basis.
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